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THAT SHOULD BE CELEBRATED
Whether you're a wannabe photographer or just like taking selfies of
you and you BFF, everyone can take a good photo, but sometimes you
need a few ideas to get you started. That's where We Are Photogirls
authors Celia and Emily and their awesome new book, the DIY Fashion
Shoot, come in and to celebrate the release, they've got 10 top tips to
help you up your game and put on your own very own photo shoot.
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1. Brainstorm your shoot ideas

From simple but exciting ideas, to out-of-this-world complex creations -
get brainstorming. Think of all the different ideas that pop into your
head that you feel could make a great shoot - simple themes can be a
really helpful starting point to inspire you! If you are totally stuck, get
thinking about era's of fashion, films with imaginative styling, song
lyrics with a storyline...

2. Make a Moodboard & Storyboard

An essential step in the prep for any fashion shoot. Moodboards and
storyboards pin down your concepts and communicate them to the rest
of your fashion shoot team. A mood board does what it says - it
captures the mood of your shoot! Make a chaotic collage of exciting
found items such as photographs, postcards, torn out pics from
magazines, styling ideas and shoot locations that reflect the soul of
your shoot. Be free and easy, and just stick them down as you wish!
Storyboards are the next step - these are sketches in which you plan
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out the photographs you want to take on your fashion shoot. Stick men
and little notes are what they are about- they are to remind you of how
you want to set up every shot. Do you want a close up, medium or wide
shot? How will the models be posing? How will they be positioned
within the frame? Will they have props? These are all things to include
in your storyboards!

3. Find your location

Pick your perfect location to suit your shoot! Stay close to home or
seek out and discover forgotten atmospheric places that are overlooked
by everyone else! Make a list of 'easy' locations that you already know
e.g a local playground and a 'hard' list of pie in the sky locations e.g a
castle.Then decide what level of challenge you are up for!

4. Find your Models

What we believe in is this; EVERYONE IS BEAUTIFUL. When it
comes to modelling, no matter what shape or size or height you and
your friends are, you can all be the ultimate model. On hearing this you
may think ' but people look better in photographs if they are really tall
and skinny'. The reality is, we only think this because this is the current
trend in adverts, celebrity culture and magazines. Instead, think about
which of your friends could suit your shoot theme. And remember,
being a great model is about feeling relaxed and being playful in front of
the camera! When you are asking your friends to model inspire them
with the excitement and passion you have for the shoot! To get the
best shots of them they need to feel comfortable and relaxed so be
supportive on the shoot and encourage them to really go for it!

5. Source/ make clothing, accessories & props

Consider the theme and atmosphere of the shoot you are working on.
Dream up 'the look' of your shoot- think about colour schemes,
textures, prints and fabrics. Then think about what clothing you can get
your hands on- borrow from friends and family members and scour for
unusual props and accessories that could bring your shoot to life. You
could even think about customising or making your own clothes, props
and accessories with your fashion shoot team for one off pieces! You
can do this all on a shoe string budget - just pull in some favours and
be inventive!
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6. Put together your make up / hair styling kit

Are you acting as the make up artist / hair stylist or recruiting for the
job role? Either way this is what it's going to take.... A make up artist
and hair stylist doesn't just follow what's fashionable now, she will draw
from the past as well as shaping the future. Most importantly the make
up and hair styling looks need to compliment the theme of your shoot,
so get some designs down on paper and test them out on a willing
friend to see how they look in the flesh before the actual shoot begins!

7. Charge camera battery/ clean lens

No matter what camera you are using - from a camera phone to an SLR
- make sure your battery is fully charged and your lens is clean from
smudges so you can shoot for as long as it takes!

8. The Shoot Begins (remember, follow those mood board &
storyboards)

Your shoot begins! But don't get overexcited and forget all about your
mood board and storyboard! Follow your ideas so you don't get stuck
or go off in a complete tangent. Once you have followed your
storyboard, then try other things! There's so much to think about on the
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actual shoot, remembering your original ideas on paper will really help
you to get the shots you wanted!

9. Edit your photographs to perfection

Once your final shot has been taken you may think the fashion shoot is
over. But a very important stage has not yet begun... editing! Make a
'Rough Edit' folder on your computer, taking the photographs you like
and adding them. Be generous at this stage as it is only a starting edit.
Think about which images work together to tell a story. Think about
composition, facial expressions, the body language, the styling and the
lighting. Then step away from the computer- come back the next day
and edit further into a 'Final Edit' folder with your final best shots in. Be
ruthless at this point! Sometimes less can say more!

10. Share your wonderful images online!

Let everyone you know enjoy your images as well as budding
photographers you have never met! Feel free to share your shoots with
other Photogirls by joining our We are Photogirls Facebook page and
posting them here. Also think about getting a blog or online portfolio
from sites like Flickr to Instagram!

So what do you make of those tips? Gonna be giving them a go?
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